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MID YEAR UPDATE JULY 2018 
 
2018 Harvard Global Health Catalyst Update 
From May 25-27, 2018, ARA Corp once more served as an organizing partner for the annual Global Health 
Catalyst Summit at Harvard Medical School. In addition to providing pre-conference services, twenty ARA Corp 
members and volunteers were available onsite to assist with registration, program coordination, and summit 
oversight.  
 
The 2018 GHC Summit welcomed over 200 participants representing over 25 countries including medical 
professionals, researchers, policy makers, industry leaders, diaspora leaders, nonprofit leaders, students, and 
celebrities. Session topics ranged from closing the cancer divide and increasing global access to cancer treatment to 
the collaborative efforts involving diverse stakeholders, ICTs, phytomedicines, mental health, non-communicable 
diseases, and the role of religion in health and healing. Participants also heard from emerging leaders who shared 
their involvement with organizations such as ARA Corp and the life-changing outcomes their involvements have 
triggered. For pictures, videos and updates visit https://www.facebook.com/HarvardGHC/ 
 
 Two of our volunteers Maria and Ntami are off to medical school in Fall 2018 while Gianni just graduated with a 
master’s degree in public health and Marielle starts graduate studies in Public Health in the Fall.  Others are 
considering a global health focus in their areas of interest. These emerging leaders are echoing our belief that 
anyone and everyone can be involved in global health. GHC Summits serve as a source of information and 
inspiration for our volunteers each year. We are proud of each of them! 
 
Sample Club Activity 
In spite of instability and security concerns in parts of Cameroon, off campus ARA club members in a stable part of 
the country continue to serve their community through health education and outreach activities. After in-club 
research and education on epilepsy, club members went out into their communities in an effort to gather data on 
prevailing knowledge of epilepsy and to provide basic information on epilepsy as a medical condition rather than a 
mystery to be feared. Club members reported that while a minority of individuals approached declined to 
participate, the majority of those approached in various public locations were willing to answer questions on what 
they know and were appreciative of educational information and material shared. The reality of the stigma 
associated with epilepsy was experienced as one participant cited a cousin as someone she knew with epilepsy, only 
to later follow our volunteers to another location and share that she was, in fact, the person she was referring to. Out 
of shame and fear that she might loose her job, she had not revealed this information when she was initially 
interviewed at a more public location. This individual then asked for additional information and help from our 
volunteer team. In the Fall U.S. student volunteers will work with volunteers in Cameroon to identify additional 
resources for ongoing health education on epilepsy. 
 
ARA – SPF Outreach Stories: Ma Christina and Sandra 
Ma Christina is one of SPF’s newly identified beneficiaries. She is blind and lives in Bafut, Cameroon. She lived 
alone and struggling to survive for several years. Fortunately, at the beginning of this year her granddaughter 
moved in with her. This grandmother shared with our team that there was a day she managed to harvest ginger from 
her farm to sell in the market so she could earn money to buy food for herself. When she got to the market a lady 
noticed that she was blind and deceived her by giving her counterfeit money as payment for her ginger. Ma 
Christina only realized this when she tried to buy food with the “money” she had received as payment for her 
ginger. She also shared that on another day she took ginger to the sell and it was stolen. It is hard to imagine that 
people take advantage of the disabled in these ways. Before her granddaughter moved in with her, Ma Christina 
would prepare food, clean, and take care of herself without any help.  
 
Rejected by family members, Sandra has only recently found love from her blind grandmother who has taken her 
in. This young girl has epilepsy. Ma Christina reminds her granddaughter to take her medication regularly, 
something she often forgot to do which resulted in disruptive epileptic symptoms. Those with whom Sandra lived 
before had not bothered to remind her to take her medication regularly. They failed to see that they inadvertently 
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contributed to the very symptoms and adverse outcomes of epilepsy that members of their community often find 
suspicious and shameful.  
 
As beneficiaries of the outreach program ARA Corp supports in partnership with SPF, Sandra now receives free 
epileptic medication and regular visits from SPF staff to check on her health and wellbeing. Ma Christina has 
developed high blood pressure and needs food assistance because she cannot afford to feed herself and her 
granddaughter. Through the generosity of donors & volunteers, ARA supports Ma Christina and her granddaughter 
with food, medication & counseling, bringing hope and healing.  
 

 
ARA Staff member Gloria (center) visiting, educating, encouraging stigmatized members of a community served by ARA Corp 
 
Looking Ahead 
During the second half of 2018 we will continue with our 2018 areas of focus: Enabling development in global 
health and Equipping Youth by developing emerging leaders 
 
August 4, 2018: Workshop for individuals and families dealing with epilepsy in Bafut, Cameroon 
 
August 31, 2018: Global Health Catalyst Summit Europe in Heidelberg, Germany. For more info visit 
https://www.globalhealthcatalystsummit.org/news 
 
October 2018: ARA Community /fundraising event, Orlando, FL  
 
December 2018: ARA Angels Outreach and Volunteer Appreciation 
 
For more stories, updates and pictures on the work of ARA Corp, visit us on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/African.Renaissance.Ambassador 
 
Consider supporting our work through volunteering, a tax deductible donation or by choosing African Renaissance 
Ambassador Corp when you shop on Amazon using smile.amazon.com/ch/20-5057541 
 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!   


